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1. WHY BONNEVILLE COUNTY? 
Idaho is home to just one Veterans Cemetery – in the capital, Boise, in the Western part of the state. 
Veterans in Northern Idaho are well-served by facilities in Spokane, WA, yet East Idaho remains the 
most underserved population in the state, possibly even in the nation. 

Bonneville County is a patriotic community.  The City of Idaho Falls, together with Melaleuca, Inc., hosts 
the Melaleuca Freedom Celebration every year – attracting more than 100,000 people for what is the 
largest fireworks display west of the Mississippi.  It takes place on the banks of the Snake River, where 
we also have the Idaho State Vietnam War Memorial. 

The people of our region are proud of our country and our veterans – they hold them in the highest 
honor and esteem and would welcome the opportunity to be a resting place for as many of them desire.  

 

1.1 HIGH CONCENTRATION OF VETERAN POPULATION 
 

VA statistics (2014) show that almost 22,000 veterans live within a 75 mile radius of Idaho Falls. This 
includes only the number of individuals who have filed a claim for benefits, while the actual figures 



would be substantially larger – likely 2-3x.  Here is a breakout of those numbers in the counties we’d 
expect to serve: 

Bannock County  6,145 

Bingham County  3,011 

Bonneville County  7,448 

Butte County   252 

Caribou County   607 

Clark County   39 

Fremont County  1,076 

Jefferson County  1,286 

Madison County  994 

Power County   596  

Teton County   355 

1.2 MOST ACCESSIBLE TRANSPORTATION HUB 
 

The I-15 corridor as well as state highways 26 and 22, all converge in Bonneville County.  These 
roadways all bring traffic from the surrounding areas and even connect communities in western 
Wyoming and southern Montana. It is the most centralized location in the Pocatello to Rexburg metro 
areas, and is served by more flights than any other city in the region.  The following document exhibits 
travel times from each of these areas to the two proposed sites. 

 



1.3 ACTIVE VETERAN ORGANIZATIONS 
 

This area hosts the most active veterans memorial team in the entire state. The American Legion 
organization in East Idaho is very strong and participates in numerous activities. 

The following Veterans Organizations strongly endorse developing a cemetery in Bonneville County: 

• U.S. Submarine Veterans – Hawkbill Base 
• Vietnam Veterans Chapter #972 
• Bonneville County Military Affairs Committee 
• American Legion Post #56 
• Veterans of Foreign Wars #2146 
• Disabled Veterans #6 

1.4 STRONG COMMUNITY BACKING 
 

A very capable committee has been spearheading this effort for the past year – including 
representatives from the County, Cities of Idaho Falls and Ammon, Members of Veterans Organizations, 
Congressional staff, and prominent local business enterprises. 

• Roger Christensen, Bonneville County Commissioner 
• Mike McClendon,  
• Ed Mahron, Idaho Falls City Councilman (veteran) 
• Brad Christensen, Ammon City Councilman 
• Amy Taylor, Office of Senator Jim Risch 
• Damond Watkins, Melaleuca, Inc. 
• Cal Ozaki, INL 
• Ann Rydalch, Bonneville County Heritage Association 
• George 
• Bob 

 

All of these entities stand ready to bring this project to fruition, including bringing additional resources 
to bear in order to make this one of the finest cemeteries in the country. 

The Bonneville County Heritage Association also strongly endorses either of the potential site selections. 

1.5 STATE SUPPORT 
 

The Idaho Legislature recently passed SCR 149 – a concurrent resolution acknowledging the need for a 
Veterans Cemetery in Eastern Idaho and encouraging the adoption of legislation to facilitate the 
exchange of property and authorizing the State Division of Veterans Services to move forward. 



It should be noted that this legislation also passed unanimously in both houses. 

 
 



2. CITY OF IDAHO FALLS FIELDING MEMORIAL LOCATION 
The City of Idaho Falls has proposed a 30-acre (+10 optional) site adjacent to the existing Fielding 
Memorial Cemetery. This is a peaceful site on the edge of town, easily accessible but off major traffic 
arterials, a fitting place for veterans to rest peacefully and for family members to visit and honor their 
memory. 

2.1 ACQUISITION 
 

In the event that this site is selected, the city will grant title to the property and help facilitate the 
development.  We anticipate no major issues in moving forward. 

2.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Where the adjacent land is already a cemetery, it is clear that there are no major impediments to 
developing this land as a burial ground.  While it’s close to the Snake River, it’s an elevated area and has 
no major flooding or drainage issues. 

• Surface water rights are intact and will transfer with the property. 
• There is no direct sanitary sewer service or potable water currently available, yet city lines are 

nearby and can be connected with relative ease. 
• The site would be accessible through country road frontage on the southern boundary of the 

property (see satellite photo). 
• An overhead power line runs through the property. 

2.3 LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
 

PART OF THE WEST HALF OF THE SOUTHWEAST QUARTER AND PART OF THE EAST HALF OF THE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, RANGE 37 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, 
BONNEVILLE COUNTY, IDAHO DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 

BEGINNING AT A POINT THAT IS S88^31’52”W ALONG THE SECTION LINE 2146.66 FEET AND 
N01^28’09”W 488.04 FEET FROM THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, 
RANGE 37 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN; AND RUNNING THENCE N00^55’56”W 1027.37 FEET; THENCE 
N89^30’56”E 459.94 FEET; THENCE S00^29’04”E 1480.88 FEET; THENCE N89^30’56”E 459.94 FEET; 
THENCE N34^46’47”E 70.23 FEET; THENCE N45^28’49”E 271.86 FEET; THENCE N53^26’26”E 293.97 
FEET; THENCE N45^52’56”E 50.37 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING, CONTAINING 30 ACRES. 

2.4 DRONE FLYOVER 
Please reference attached drone flyover video. 



2.5 SURROUNDING AREA ZONING MAP 

 

2.6 UTILITY MAP 

 



 

3. CITY OF AMMON FOOTHILLS LOCATION 
The City of Ammon has proposed a 54-acre site in the foothills adjacent to a major roadway. This area is 
very quiet and serene and has some attractive contour. This property is very close to the existing 
Ammon Cemetery, but not adjacent. The setting is one which blends accessibility with tranquility and 
very much fits with the sensation of reverence that a Veterans Cemetery imparts. 

3.1 ACQUISITION 
 

In the event that this site is selected, Bonneville County has an option to purchase the property from 
Riverbend Holdings for an agreed upon amount.  The county would then grant title to the property and 
help facilitate development. We anticipate no major issues moving forward. 

3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

This property is presently being farmed. It is watered by pivot which can be seen in the satellite photos. 
Neighboring properties have dug basements without encountering significant rock formations and wells 
drilled in the area also indicate that the area would not have any major impediment to being developed 
into a cemetery. 

• Surface water rights are intact and will transfer with the property. 
• A city sewer line runs through the corner of the property – easily accessible for connection to a 

visitor’s center. 
• The city potable water system can easily be accessed at the bend in the road in development. 
• The area surrounding the site is all compatible use, with no industrial or commercial property 

nearby. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3.3 LEGAL DESCRIPTION 

 

3.4 DRONE FLYOVER 
 

Please reference attached drone flyover video. 



3.5 SURROUNDING AREA ZONING MAP 

 

3.6 UTILITY MAP 
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 BGC-039-16 
 
MEMO 
 
To:  Honorable Mayor and City Council 
From:  Brad Cramer, Director 
Date:  April 6, 2016 
Subject: April 5, 2016, Planning Commission Action 
____________________________ 
 
 
Planning Commission took the following action during the April 5, 2016, meeting.  

1. Planned Unit Development: Lot 2, Block 1, Freeman Medical Plaza & Lot 1, Block 18, St Clair 
Estates, Division No. 13. Recommended approval, as presented. 

 
2. Final Plat: Waters Park Addition, Division No. 1, 1st Amended. Recommended approval, as 

presented. 
 
3. Annexation & Initial Zoning: M&B: 9.41 Acres, SE ¼ Section 26, T 2N, R 37E (Heritage 

Park). Recessed to May 3, 2016. 
 

 
RECOMMENDED COUNCIL ACTION: To receive recommendation(s) from the Planning and Zoning 
Commission pursuant to the Local Land Use Planning Act (LLUPA). 
 
 
 
 
BGC/dp 
 
cc: File 
 
  



























































































CITY OF IDAHO FALLS
City Bandwidth Use 

City Council Work Session 

April 11, 2016



WHAT DO WE USE BANDWIDTH FOR TODAY?

 Anything that connects to or from the internet

 City-Wide Virtual Private Networks (VPN)

 Public Safety

 Fire & Police remote connect into city/county/911 services from 
their vehicles

 Mobile Dispatching

 City-Wide Business Needs

 Email

 City Website

 Streaming Council Meetings



WHAT DO WE USE BANDWIDTH FOR TODAY? (CONTINUED)

 City-Wide Online Cloud Services

 Communications with outside 

 Web and App access

 System maintenance

 Software maintenance and patches

 Remote monitoring and support of critical infrastructure

 Remote devices 

 Smart Phones/Tablets that connect to get email 

 We share our internet connection with the county

 They pay for half of the bill







TECHNOLOGY FORECASTS

 Streaming Video

 Bandwidth intensive

 Zoo camera project and requests to view video remotely

 Video continues to be a growing need

 External video streamed internally for training purposes

 Video conferencing such as skype

 Remote App’s

 More outside consulting firms needing access to internal resources

 Cayenta

 CRW-TRAKiT



TECHNOLOGY FORECAST (CONTINUED)

 Priority based budgeting platform

 Additional “cloud services”

 Both as the city provides and receives these

 Disaster Backup

 Off-site geographically different backups for critical city data



CURRENT SERVICE COSTS

 40 Mb/Month Syringa $450

 40 Mb/Month CenturyLink $700

Total $1,150

 50/50 split with county $575/month each entity



RECOMMENDATION

 500 Mb/Month Syringa $2,000

 Requires new 36 month agreement

 100 Mb/Month Century Link $1,150

 Requires new 60 month agreement

Total $3,150

 50/50 split with county $1,575/ month each entity



THANK YOU
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Introduction 
 

Definition of a Special Event:  An occurrence, festival, concert, sporting event, gathering, performance, or the like in or at a 
public park, outdoor recreation area or facility, or any public parking lot adjacent thereto, where non-alcoholic beverages, 
food, candy, or other goods may be served and which is specifically approved of, for a limited duration, by the Director of Parks 
and Recreation or designee. 
 
Special events are a very important part of any community’s quality of life.  The City of Idaho Falls sees hundreds of events each 
year, varying in scope, purpose, cost and complexity.  Special events enhance tourism, provide an economic benefit to 
businesses, promote cultural diversity and provide affordable entertainment.   
 

Special Event Committee 
The City’s Special Event Committee is committed to working with event organizers to help produce successful and safe events 
which have minimal impact on the environment, surrounding neighborhoods and businesses.  The committee members believe 
this is achieved through responsible leadership, careful planning, good organization and teamwork.  The Special Event Permit 
application is designed to help special event organizers effectively navigate the planning and execution of their event.  The 
Special Event Committee can be reached by emailing specialevents@idahofallsidaho.gov. 
 

Contact Information 
 

Parks and Recreation  
520 Memorial Dr. 

Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
(208) 612-8480 

Police Department 
605 N. Capital Ave. 

Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
(208) 529-1200 

Fire Department 
647 Shoup Ave. 

Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
(208) 612-8495 

Street Division 
2472 N. Holmes Ave. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 

(208) 612-8490 

Clerk’s Office 
308 Constitution Way 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 

(208) 612-8414 
 

Getting Started 
THERE ARE THREE (3) EASY WAYS TO SUBMIT YOUR SPECIAL EVENT PERMIT APPLICATION:  

1. In Person – Stop by the Recreation Center Office (520 Memorial Dr.) Mon – Fri between 8am and 4:30pm to pick up an 
information packet and/or submit finished applications. 
 

2. By Mail – Mail your completed application, including all required documentation, waiver requests and insurance to 
City of Idaho Falls Parks and Recreation, PO Box 50220 Idaho Falls, ID 83405. 
 

3. By E-mail – Email completed applications, required documentation, waiver requests and payment in full to information 
to specialevents@idahofallsidaho.gov.  

 

Documentation to be Submitted 
 

� Permit Application with Payment and Deposit  
� Certificate of Liability Insurance   
� Site Plan     
� Security Plan     

� Trash and Recycling Plan   
� Street Closure Request 
� Concessionaire/Food Vendor Roster  
� Contract with Licensed Vendor (If serving alcohol) 

� Contract with Professional Security Company (Please reference “Security Plan” in this document for details and other limitations).    
� Fee or Insurance Waiver Request (Please reference “Fee and Insurance Waiver Requests” in this document for requirements).   

 

mailto:specialevents@idahofallsidaho.gov
mailto:specialevents@idahofallsidaho.gov
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Questions Answers  
When can I start applying for a Special Event Permit? The Department of Parks and Recreation will start excepting applications 

on October 1st of the prior calendar year. 

Will you hold my date before I pay the application fee or deposit? 

No, you must pay the application fee and leave a card or check for the 
deposit in order to secure a date for your event.  You can, however, 
reserve a facility and/or equipment without paying for the rental.  These 
fees must be paid in full before the event begins.     

Can I use an inflatable structure, like a bounce house, in a City park? 

The City of Idaho Falls allows dry structures that are rented from a bonded 
vendor with proof of liability insurance.  Absolutely no inflatable 
structures that use water are permitted on public property.  Please call the 
Parks Division at 612-8479 to arrange an inspection.  Please reference 
“Inflatable Structures” in this document for details and other limitations.    

Are you going to charge me the full deposit amount when I apply for a 
permit? 

No, deposits can be held with a credit card, debit card or check.  The City 
will not charge you the $500 deposit unless an issue arises with the event.      

Can I apply for a permit two (2) weeks before my event?  If not, how many 
days before my event must everything be submitted? 

Applications, fees and refundable deposits for ALL special events must be 
submitted to the City no less than thirty (30) days prior to event date 
requested.  This will allow appropriate time for processing and proper 
arrangements between City Departments.   

Can I cancel my event and get my money back?  

For ALL cancellations, the City will retain a $7.00 administrative fee from 
your deposit in addition to your $50.00 non-refundable permit application 
fee.  For cancellations within thirty (30) days of the scheduled event, an 
additional fee of 15% of the event invoice will also be held from your 
deposit.  Please reference “Cancellation Policy” in this document for 
details and other limitations.    

If I cancel a rental, how long does it take to get a refund back from the 
City? 

Refunds are processed and sent to the City Treasurers office within one (1) 
business day of the cancellation.  If a refund check is not received within 
thirty (30) days, please call the Deputy Treasurer at (208) 612-8218.  

Do I have to have insurance for my event?  

Anyone using City property for an event must furnish the City of Idaho 
Falls with a current Certificate of Insurance.  Please reference “Certificate 
of Liability Insurance” in this document for details and other limitations.   
Higher levels of liability insurance may be required for events with 
significant potential of bodily harm.   

When do I have to present proof of insurance to the City? 

A Certificate of Insurance must be received at least fourteen (14) day prior 
to the scheduled event.  If the certificate is not provided within the 
fourteen (14) day period, the City reserves the right to cancel the event 
and keep the event deposit. 

Can I have alcohol at my special event? 

With an alcohol dispensing permit, you may consume and/or dispense 
alcohol at Sportsman’s Park, Civitan Plaza, Idaho Falls Raceway, Sandy 
Downs and the Pier at Snake River Landing.  There are several parameters 
associated with the permit.  Please reference “Alcohol Dispensing 
Limitations and Requirements” in this document for details and other 
limitations.    

If I’m planning a 5K or other racing event, how can I identify my route for a 
race participant to clearly see? 

You may use lawn flags, above ground signs or washable sidewalk chalk.  
The City no longer allows spray paint, spray chalk, stickers or markers to 
identify routes.  These products permanently damage grass and 
pavement.  Please call the Parks Division at (208)612-8479 with questions 
about route identifiers.   

Can I hang signs around the community to advertise my event? Please reference “Signage Limitations (Temporary Banners, A-Frames, Yard 
Signs, Etc.)” for pertinent details from the City’s sign ordinance.      

Do I need portable toilets at my event and will the City provide them? 

Some type of restroom facility should be provided at all events.  While the 
City has restrooms in most city parks, the City does not have portable 
toilets available for use or rent.  Please reference “Portable Toilets” in this 
document for details and other limitations.    

Do I need professional security at my event? Professional security personnel are required at public events with 500 or 
more attendees and/or events with alcohol.   

Where do I find City Codes and Ordinances? All ordinances can be found on the City’s website at 
www.idahofallsidaho.gov, under the City tab at the top.  

If you have any further questions or concerns, please contact the Recreation Center office at (208) 612-8580. 
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Certificate of Liability Insurance (At least 14 days prior to event) 
After the application is approved, the event organizer will be required to provide a Certificate of Liability Insurance naming the City of Idaho 
Falls as an additional insured party before permits will be granted.  Certificate of Insurance MUST be received at least fourteen (14) days 
prior to the scheduled event.  If the certificate is not provided within the fourteen (14) day period, the City reserves the right to cancel 
the event.   
 
Anyone using City property for an event must furnish the City of Idaho Falls with a current Certificate of Insurance evidencing General 
Liability Insurance Coverage equal to or greater than the following levels of liability:   
 

Each Occurrence Limit for Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability $1,000,000 

General Aggregate Limit $2,000,000 

Products/Completed Operations Aggregate Limit $2,000,000 

Personal and Advertising Injury Liability Limit $1,000,000 
**Higher levels of liability may be required for events with more than 500 attendees or significant potential of bodily harm** 

 

Note:  Some events may qualify for a complete insurance waiver.  Events with low numbers of participants and little to no potential for 
bodily harm may not have to provide a General Liability Insurance Certificate.  The committee will review the insurance waiver request and 
determine if your event insurance can be waived.  Please see “Fee and/or Insurance Waiver Requests” for details about who qualifies and 
instructions.    
 

Site Plan (At least 30 days prior to event) 
To ensure appropriate review of your event, please attach your site plan to the permit application.  Your site plan should include:  

� An outline of the entire event venue. 
� Direction of travel and all street closures for moving events. 
� The location of fencing, barriers and barricades.  Indicate access points for emergency personnel. 
� Stages and platforms.  
� Bleachers and grandstands. 
� Trash cans, recycling bins and dumpsters. 
� Portable toilets, hand washing facilities, drinking fountains and water stations.  
� The location of first aid facilities and ambulances. 
� Placement of vehicles and/or trailers. 
� Placement of all vendors and booths. 
� Space allotted for parking. 
� Beer gardens. 
� Firework launch location(s). 
� Security. Please clearly indicate each area where approved security will be deployed, including but not limited to: entrances and 

exits to the event, beer garden entrances and exits and placement along barricades and road closures.  Please differentiate 
between volunteer and professional security. 

 

Security Plan (At least 30 days prior to event) 
As an event organizer you are required to provide a safe and secure environment for your event participants.  Some events may require 
licensed professional security personnel while others may only require clearly marked volunteers to patrol the event.  The number of 
security personnel needed for your event is determined by the size of the event, road closures, time of day and services offered at the 
event. Events that are open to the public with 500 or more attendees as well as events that include alcohol will require licensed 
professional security personnel to patrol the event and secure entrance and exit points. 

 

Police Department representatives who sit on the Special Event Committee will review your plan, determine any areas of concern and 
work with you on resolving those concerns.     

 
Security Plan Requirements: 

� All road closures must be staffed by clearly identified volunteers or staff. 
� All entrance and exit points of an inner perimeter must be staffed by security personnel. 
� All beer gardens and identification checkpoints will be staffed by volunteers or staff that are 18 years of age or older. 
� Paid professional security personnel and volunteer security will be in event-appropriate uniforms (such as bright safety orange, red 

or yellow shirts with “Security” clearly visible). 
� The Special Event Committee may modify security plan requirements depending on the size, scope, location and time of the event. 
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Licensed Professional Security Personnel (Public events with more than 500 attendees or events with alcohol)   
As mentioned in the section above, some events may require licensed professional security personnel to patrol the event.  The number of 
security personnel needed for your event is determined by the size of the event, road closures, time of day and services offered at the 
event. Events that are open to the public with 500 or more attendees as well as events that include alcohol will require licensed 
professional security personnel to patrol the event and secure entrance and exit points.  Please reference the chart below for required 
number of licensed security personnel at your event. 

 Required Number of Licensed 
Security Personnel at Public Events  

0 – 500 Attendees 2 
501 – 1,000 Attendees 3 

1,001 – 2,000 Attendees  4 
2,001 – 3,000 Attendees 5 
3,001 – 4,000 Attendees 6 
4,001 – 5, 000 Attendees 7 

 

*For public events expecting more than 5,000 attendees, the Parks and Recreation Special Event Coordinator will contact the organizer to make further arrangements. 
Security personnel may be hired through the Idaho Falls Police Department or through a private licensed entity.  For more information 
regarding IFPD security, contact the Police Department at 612-8620 to discuss security rates and policies. 
 

Trash and Recycling Plan (At least 30-days prior to event) 
As the event organizer, you are responsible for the waste generated by the participants, spectators and vendors at your event.  Trash cans 
and dumpsters are available to rent from the City for a small fee.  The City will provide and transport as many recycling bins and liners as 
needed at no cost.  Please indicate the number of each receptacle needed to contain ALL waste generated at your event on the 
“Application and Facility Rental Fees” section of the permit application.  All trash and recycling must be separated and placed in two 
separate locations adjacent to the nearest road.  This allows all materials to be picked up easily by our garbage trucks.  Trash containers 
that are too large to move can remain in their locations to be picked up at the conclusion of the event.     
 

Street Closure Requests (At least 30-days prior to event) 
If you would like to request a street closure of any kind (this applies to roads inside of the City’s parks), please make sure that you checked 
yes on page 1 of the permit application where is says “Will your event need streets closed or traffic limited?”  Once you have checked yes, 
verify that all street closures are clearly indicated on your site plan and attach a “Street Closure Request” to the application.  The request 
must include:  

 

� All streets, intersections, businesses and parking lots that will be impacted by the closure 
� Times that the closures would need to be in effect 
� Why the closure is crucial for the success of your event 
� Access points for fire and emergency personnel 
� Contact person available during setup, event and take down 

 

The request will be reviewed by a representative from the Idaho Falls Police Department as well as the Fire Marshall from the Idaho Falls 
Fire Department.  
 

The request for street closures must be submitted to the City no later than thirty (30) days prior to the event, along with the site 
plan, vendor list and other documentation that is part of the permit application. 
 

The Street Division will loan cones, candle sticks, A-frames and barricades to special event organizers at no cost.  By signing the 
signature line in the main Special Event Permit Application, you take full responsibility for all equipment that is borrowed from the City 
and agree to pay all replacement fees associated with the loaned equipment.  Fees are as follows:  

Street Division Equipment Replacement Fees 
Cones    $50.00 each 
Candle sticks and base  $50.00 each 
A-Frames   $65.00 each 
Barricades (sign and stand) $300.00 each 

 
 
Concessionaire and Food Vendor Permits and Roster (At least 30 days prior to event) 
If you are planning on having food vendors at your event, you are required to attach a vendor roster that includes the company 
names, a contact person and phone number and whether the event organizer has verified proper permits. 
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Event organizers will need to purchase a Temporary Concession Permit if they have food vendors at their event.  The permits are 
$50.00 for one (1) to ten (10) vendors or $100.00 for eleven (11) or more vendors.  Organizers are responsible for verifying proper 
permits, which include a food handling license or exemption certificate and a current 2016 mobile vending permit, if they are 
operating out of a trailer or truck.   
 

Upon purchase of the permit, a window permit will be issued for each vendor to display on the vending cart, trailer or booth.  All 
vendors must display this permit in order to vend.  If City personnel check for a window permit and cannot find one, personnel have 
the right to ask the vendor to leave the event.       
 

Concessions must be managed in a professional manner.  The person/group named in this application will be responsible for the 
conduct of the group and for the condition of the reserved park area.  This permit is subject to all Municipal Ordinances as defined by 
the City of Idaho Falls.  The applicant agrees that during the use of the park or other facility, the sponsoring organization will not 
exclude anyone from participation in, deny anyone the benefits of, or otherwise subject anyone to discrimination because of the 
person’s race, religion, national origin, or disability, sexual orientation or gender identity. 
 

Alcohol Dispensing Limitations and Requirements  
Alcohol Dispensing Permits are $50.00.   
 
Process to Obtain an Alcohol Dispensing Permit 

1. The event organizer will indicate on the application that they will have alcohol available at the event 
2. The event organizer pays Special Event Permit fee, Alcohol Dispensing Permit fee, rental fees and event deposit.    
3. The contracted caterer/vendor picks the Alcohol Dispensing Permit up from the City Clerk’s office at least seven (7) days 

before the event.   
 

**ABSOLUTELY NO HARD LIQUOR IS ALLOWED AT ANY EVENT ON CITY PROPERTY! 
 

Permitted Locations for Events with Alcohol 
1. Idaho Falls Raceway at Noise Park 
2. Sportsman’s Park (Japanese Friendship Gardens) 
3. Sandy Downs  
4. The Pier at Snake River Landing 
5. Civitan Plaza in Downtown Idaho Falls 

 

To obtain an Alcohol Dispensing Permit, you must:   
� Have a licensed vendor dispensing the alcohol.  The licensed vendor is a person or business in possession of a current Idaho 

State, Bonneville County and City license permitting the person or business to sell, distribute and serve or supply beer and 
wine. 

� Have at least two (2) individuals at the event to check proper identification for those who shall purchase, receive or consume 
alcohol during the event.  The individuals shall be clearly identified and shall be stationed no less than 10’ from the 
dispensing location.   

� Hire at least two (2) licensed professional security personnel to provide security for the event.  Such officers or security personnel 
shall be clearly identified as such and shall be on duty at all times alcohol is being sold, served or consumed during the event.   

� Have alcohol sales, dispensing and consumption area(s) separated from the rest of the event.  The areas shall be surrounded by a 
barricade no less than four (4) feet tall.  The barricade shall be constructed in such a manner that no person can pass under, over 
or through it except at established entry and exit points as designated on the site plan.    

� Have all entry and exit points into the alcohol sales, distributing and consumption area(s) staffed with age appropriate volunteers 
or staff.  These locations can be staffed by the individuals checking proper identification.   

� Serve all alcohol from its original container.  When serving into another container, the container must be a readily identifiable 
container not more than sixteen (16) ounces in size and shall not bear a logo for a non-alcoholic beverage.   

� Not dispense alcohol for more than a total of five (5) hours per day during permitted events.    
� Submit a contract between the caterer/vendor and the event organizer.     

 

**Please see City Code Section 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4 for more details and clarification.    
 

Route Identification - Walks, Runs and Races 
We know that with your help, we can improve the appearance of our parks and cut costs while providing everyone with beautiful locations 
to host special events.  It is for this reason that the Idaho Falls Police Department and the Parks Division will be strictly enforcing City Code 
Section 5-10-2 (Prohibition of Graffiti) and will no longer allow permanent route identifiers like spray paint, spray chalk, markers, stickers, 
crayons or other means of permanently marking on any City street, grassy areas, sidewalks, pavement or any park property because they 
can cause permanent damage.     
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Identifiers that CAN be used to mark your event: 
• Lawn Flags 
• Removable Signs 
• Washable Sidewalk Chalk 

 

Portable Toilets  
Portable toilets are prefabricated, portable, self-contained toilets that may be housed on trailers or as stand-alone units used for special or 
temporary events, construction sites, parks or locations with restroom needs.   
 

The City of Idaho Falls has specific requirements for special events on public property.  These requirements will clearly identify the number 
of units needed to successfully run your event.  Events with low attendance that are located next to existing public restroom facilities may 
not be required to rent portable toilets.  Please see the chart below to determine how many portable units are required for your event.     

 

Portable Units at Special Events Based on Expected Attendance and Length of the Event 
 

 1 Hour 2 Hours 3 Hours 4 Hours 5 Hours 6 Hours 7 Hours All Day 
0 – 500 Attendees 2 4 4 5 6 7 9 9 

501 – 1,000 Attendees 4 6 8 8 9 9 11 12 
1,001 – 2,000 Attendees  5 6 9 12 14 16 18 20 
2,001 – 3,000 Attendees 6 9 12 16 20 24 26 30 
3,001 – 4,000 Attendees 8 13 16 22 25 30 35 40 
4,001 – 5, 000 Attendees 12 15 20 25 31 38 44 50 

 

Inflatable Structures  
**Water based inflatable structures are not allowed on City property.   

1. Inflatable structures may not be set up on any park trail, right-of-way or parking area.  They also must not impede other park users 
from using park amenities or recreation facility such as tennis courts, volleyball courts or basketball courts. 

2. Users shall follow all state, federal and municipal laws and ordinances, including all applicable ordinances of the City of Idaho Falls. 
3. Privately owned, non-commercial inflatable structures are not permitted in parks or at facilities belonging to the City of Idaho Falls. 

Inflatable structures shall only be rented from a vendor that has liability insurance on all its equipment and users.  The City 
reserves the right to verify properly insured structures at any time and can remove a structure at any time for violating these 
policies.     

4. Inflatables shall not remain in City parks or facilities overnight and shall be set up and removed only by trained and qualified 
representatives of the vendor in compliance with the manufacturer’s specifications.  

5. Inflatables shall be free standing and weighted.  Stakes are prohibited in City parks and facilities.  Inflatables shall not be tied or 
tethered to trees, tables or other park amenities or structures.  

6. Users shall provide adequate and appropriate adult supervision at all times to assure that the use is in compliance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendations and operating procedures, reflecting a safe level of operation. It is the responsibility of the user 
to obtain a copy of the manufacturer’s operating procedures from the vendor.  

7. Users shall be responsible for providing a generator for inflation of the inflatable structure.  THE CITY WILL NOT PROVIDE 
ELECTRICITY FOR INFLATABLE STRUCTURE USE.  Generators shall be placed at a safe distance from the inflatable structure and all 
electrical cords properly insulated, grounded, and covered to prevent tripping hazards.  Electrical cords running across a public 
street from a nearby private residence are prohibited.  Additional gasoline cans shall not be stored next to the generator.  All 
inflatable structures and generators shall be placed within fifty (50) feet of each other, at the park location authorized by City staff. 

8. Users and vendors shall be jointly and severally liable for all damages caused by their use of the inflatable structure in the City’s 
parks and/or facilities.  Damage to City property or turf may result in additional charges to the user and vendor. 

9. Users and vendors shall agree to jointly and severally indemnify, protect, defend, save and hold harmless the City, its officers, 
employees, agents, and volunteers from and against any and all liability, claims, suits, and causes of action for death or injury to 
persons, or damage to property, resulting from intentional or negligent acts, errors, or omissions of user and/or vendor arising out 
of the setup, use or operation of the inflatable structure, or resulting from any violation of any federal, state, or municipal law or 
ordinance, the extent caused, in whole or in part, by the willful misconduct, negligent acts, or omissions of user and/or vendor, 
which occurs related to the setup, use or operation of the inflatable structure. 

10. Users who fail to specify the intent to use an inflatable structure during an event or who fail to apply for a special event permit 
shall not use inflatable structures on City property.  A user who is found using an inflatable structure without following proper 
protocol is subject to immediate termination of the event whether or not the event has commenced or is in progress. 
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Community Notification 
Some special event organizers may be required to notify property owners, neighborhood associations and any other impacted parties, in 
writing.  This will be determined by the City’s Special Event Committee after reviewing the event permit.   
 

Signage Limitations (Temporary Banners, A-Frames, Yard Signs, Etc.) 
Many event organizers request banners, yard signs, or a-frame signs to advertise their events.  Before ordering or making signs, please refer 
to Title 2, Chapter 9 of the Idaho Falls City Code 9, which states that signs are not to be placed on public property such as landscaping strips 
next to roads, sidewalks, power or telephone poles, and bridges.  The purpose of the sign code is to enhance safety for drivers and 
pedestrians, reduce sign clutter in our community, and protect those employees working on public property.  In addition, temporary and 
portable signs are to be located only on the property on which the event is to be held.  For example, if you are having an event at the 
former Kingston building on West Broadway, a banner may be located on the property advertising your event. 
 

The size of the banners, yard signs, or A-frame signs are regulated by the sign ordinance and the size and location are determined by the 
zone in which the event will be held.  Schools and churches are usually in residential zones and a temporary sign cannot exceed 20 square 
feet in residential zones.  In commercial zones, such as the former Kingston building illustration above, the sign generally cannot be larger 
than 100 square feet.   
 

Finally, all temporary signs need a permit from the City’s Building Department, (208) 612-8287.  In addition, the permission of the property 
owner is required before installing any sign, including portable or temporary signs.   
 

Entrance Fees and Event Parking 
A separate contract will be drafted by the Parks and Recreation Department for events that charge participants an attendance fee. 
 
Entrance Fee:  An additional $1.00 surcharge will be applied to each entry for all events that charge participants an attendance fee.  The 
surcharge fee will be collected by the Parks and Recreation Department at the conclusion of the event and placed into a Parks Capital 
Improvement Fund to be used to replace, renovate and maintain facilities and equipment throughout the City’s park system.   
 

Parking:  Event organizers are not allowed to charge to park on City property.  For events at Sandy Downs and the Idaho Falls Raceway at 
Noise Park, expecting more than 500 attendees, the Parks and Recreation Department reserves the right to run a “pay to park” parking 
service for the event.  All parking fees collected by the City will be placed into a Parks Capital Improvement Fund to be used to fix up, 
renovate, replace and maintain facilities and equipment throughout the City’s park system. 
 

Tournaments, Camps and Competitions  
Sporting tournaments have unique requirements and are handled differently than other special events.  See requirements below.  
 

Tournament Directors Must: 
• Call the City’s Recreation Supervisor at (208) 612-8481 for field availability and to share tournament logistics.    
• Submit a Special Event Permit application at least 30-days prior to the tournament  
• Submit a concessionaire/vendor roster (if you are controlling concessions). 

o There are two (2) choices for event concessions:   
1. The tournament director can run concessions; or   
2. The City will allow outside vendors to sell concessions at the event.   

o If choosing option # 1, please notify the Parks and Recreation Department when submitting the Special Event/Tournament 
Permit Application to allow ample time for the department to plan concessions accordingly.     

• Submit a certificate of liability insurance 
• Provide additional portable toilets as outlined in the document above.    
• Pay all field rental fees at the conclusion of the tournament. 
• Provide staff or volunteers to manage the parking lot and all entry and exit points.  This may not be needed for all events or 

throughout an entire tournament.  After reviewing your application, the Special Event Committee will determine if your 
tournament needs parking managers.  This will be determined by the size and location of the tournament.  If the committee 
decides that the tournament needs parking managers, they must: 

o Make sure that participants and/or families don’t park RVs over-night or park across several parking stalls.   
o Allow the general public to park in the parking lots at all times.  As a tournament director, you are renting the fields, 

not an entire park. 
o Explain where overflow parking is located. 

 

Tournament Directors DON’T have to: 
• Hire professional security personnel if there are over 500 people attending a tournament. 
• Supply a security plan or site plan.  
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Facility Rental Fee and/or Insurance Waiver Requests (At least 30 days prior to event) 
 

Scope of Policy: All applications for waiver of facility use fees are required to adhere to this policy. 
 

Exemption Requests: All requests for consideration of waiving facility rental fees and/or insurance must be in writing and submitted to the 
Parks and Recreation Department, along with the Special Event Permit application at least 30-days prior to the scheduled event.  The letter 
of request should explain how the project or organization meets the criteria listed below.  All requests will be reviewed at the following 
monthly Special Event Committee meeting.  Event organizers will be notified within 5-days of that meeting.     
 

Review Panel: All written requests for the waiver of facility use fees are reviewed by a three (3) member panel consisting of the following: 
the Parks and Recreation Director, Park Superintendent and the Chair of the Parks and Recreation Commission. 
 

Additional Expense: The Special Event Permit application fee and all expenses associated with the City providing additional equipment 
above and beyond what is normally provided at any given site such as tables, tents, water, etc. are not eligible for exemption. 
 

Criteria: Facility rental fees and liability insurance can be waived for an event if the organizer and/or sponsoring organization meet the 
following criteria to the satisfaction of the Review Panel: 

1. The event or activity must be open to the general public. 
2. The activity of the requesting party must directly benefit the residents of the City of Idaho Falls or the Parks and Recreation Department. 
3. The requesting party must be an Idaho Falls based non-profit organization with a valid 5019(C) (3). 
4. The requesting party must agree to provide for clean-up at the end of their event. 
5. Projects or organizations who have failed their obligations during previous events or activities are not eligible for future fee waivers. 
6. All recipients of a fee waiver shall acknowledge the Parks and Recreation Department in all publicity relating to the event or activity and 

be approved by the Director of Parks and Recreation prior to release.  Acknowledgement includes City logos and statement in all 
advertising, promotional material and media releases. 

7. All city programs, committees or authorized direct affiliates shall be eligible for exemption from facility use fees. 
 

ALTERNATE WORDING  
 
Criteria: Unless waived by the Special Event Committee, all of the following criteria must be met by the requesting party to be eligible for 
the waiver of park use fees: 

1. The event or activity must be open to the general public. 
2. The activity of the requesting party must directly benefit the residents of the City of Idaho Falls or the Parks and Recreation Department. 
3. The requesting party must be an Idaho Falls based non-profit organization with a valid 501 (C) (3). 
4. The requesting party must agree to provide for clean-up at the end of their event. 
5. Projects or organizations who have failed their obligations during previous events or activities are not eligible for future fee waivers. 
6. All recipients of a fee waiver shall acknowledge the Parks and Recreation Department in all publicity relating to the event or activity and 

be approved by the Director of Parks and Recreation prior to release.  Acknowledgement includes the proper use of City logos as 
outlined in the City’s Visual Identity guidelines and recognition in all advertising, promotional material and media releases.  

7. All City programs, committees or authorized direct affiliates shall be eligible for exemption from facility use fees. 
 

Cancellation Policy  
For ALL cancellations, the City will retain a $7.00 administrative fee from the deposit in addition to the $50.00 non-refundable permit 
application fee.  For cancellations within thirty (30) days of the scheduled event, an additional fee of 15% of the event invoice will also be 
held from the deposit.    
 
If a refund check is not received within thirty (30) days, please call the Deputy Treasurer at (208) 612-8218. 
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SPECIAL EVENT PERMIT  
APPLICATION 
 

Event Name:             Date:      

Sponsoring Organization:         Email:        

Are you a non-profit organizations?    � Yes      � No  If so, Tax ID #:         

Contact Person:        Phone:         

Organization’s Address:         City:       State:     Zip:         
 

Event Details 
Some festivals and outdoor events require an inspection by the Idaho Falls Fire Marshall.  Fees may also be associated for plan reviews and/or inspections, 
depending upon the location and size of the event.  Violations of the fire code may result in a citation being issued or closure of the event.  Event holders 
shall be responsible for adhering to fire safety guidelines.  Please answer the following questions for the Fire Marshall:   

Purpose and Brief Description of Event:             

                 

Locations of the Event:          Years event has been held in IF:    

Set-Up Date:          Set-Up Times:           

Event Start Date:     Event Start Time:     

Event End Date:       Event End Time:       

Dismantle Date:       Dismantle Time:         
 

Event Category 
 �  Concert/Performance           �  Dance           �  Exhibit/Art           �  Parade            �  Reunion/Wedding           

�  Tournament/Competition       �  Rodeo          �  Festival/Fair         �  Circus              �  Run/Walk/Race                    

�  Outdoor/Farmer’s Market      �  Other:          
 

            
Expected Attendance: �  1 – 99 �  100 – 499 �  500 – 999 �  1,000+ 
Has insurance been purchased for the event?  �  Yes     �  No See Page 4 of the Policies & Procedures for details  

Will attendees be charged an enterance fee?  �  Yes     �  No See Page 8 of the Policies & Procedures for details  

Will there be alcohol at the event?   
**Alcohol is only permitted in approved parks.  See page 6 for permitted locations** 

�  Yes     �  No See Page 6 of the Policies & Procedures for details  

Will there be any inflatable structures at the event?   
**Absolutely no water based inflatable structures are allowed in City parks**   

�  Yes     �  No See Page 7 of the Policies & Procedures for details  

Will the event require streets to be closed or traffic limited?    �  Yes     �  No See Page 5 of the Policies & Procedures for details  

Will tents or stages be used at the event?   �  Yes     �  No  

Will there be tents or canopies that exceed 400 sq./ft.?   �  Yes     �  No  

Will there be other temporary structures?  �  Yes     �  No  

Will there be vendors at the event who use equipment to heat �  Yes     �  No  
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food, such as grills, burners, etc?  
Will there be pyrotechnics or fireworks at the event? �  Yes     �  No  

Will generators be used? �  Yes     �  No  

Will there be amplified music or a PA system? 
**Please be courteous to the neighbors that live around the park or facility**      

�  Yes     �  No  

Will there be concessionaires (food vendors) at the event?   �  Yes     �  No See Page 6 of the P & P for details 

1. The event host assumes liability for ALL vendors and is responsible for physically verifying each vendor’s permits.   
2. The event host must purchase a Special Event Temporary Concession Permit.   
3. The event organizer must attach a concessionaire roster with business name, contact person and phone.  The Parks and Recreation Department 

will email the list to Eastern Idaho Public Health, for their records. 

 
Security Plan 
A security plan is required for ALL events.  However, a licensed security company is only required for events with alcohol and/or events open to the public 
with 500 or more attendees.  
 

Based off the statement above, does the event require a licensed security company?             �  Yes     �  No 

If yes, has a licensed security company to help manage your event?             �  Yes     �  No 

Have you read the “Security Plan” on page 4 of the P & P to determine the security needed for your event?             �  Yes     �  No 

Does the security plan for the event include provisions for a lost child booth?             �  Yes     �  No 

Have you attached a security plan and/or agreement between the organizer and a security company?   �  Yes     �  No 

Security Company:           Contact:          Phone:      
 
Special Event Permit:  Policies and Procedures Checklist  
I have read the entire Special Event Permit: Policies and Procedures and understand all the requirements, limitations, policies and procedures 
that are associated with each section.  By initialing the following statements, I completely understand what is expected of me, as the event 
organizer, and will comply with each corresponding section. 
 

          Certificate of Insurance   
Initial         
          Site Plan  
Initial 

          Security Plan  
Initial       
          Trash and Recycling Plan  
Initial        
          Street Closure Requests – Cones, Candle Sticks, A-Frames and Barricades   
Initial  
          Concessionaire and Food Vendor Permits and Roster   
Initial  

         Alcohol Dispensing Requirements and Limitations 
Initial    
          Signage Limitations (Temporary Banners, A-Frames, Yard Signs, etc.) 
Initial  
          Route Identifier Markers for Walks, Races and Events 
Initial       
          Community Notification  
Initial  

          Portable Toilets  
Initial        
          Inflatable Structures  
Initial        
          Entrance Fees and Event Parking  
Initial       
          Tournaments, Camps and Competitions  
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Initial   
          Cancellation Policy  
Initial   

 
Application and Facility Rental Fees 

All Special Events  
Special Event Permit  $50.00    
Park Impact Fee (Events with 100 or more attendees) $100.00  
Refundable Deposit for ALL Special Events  $500.00   
Special Event Dispensing Permit $50.00  
Special Event Temporary Concession Permit (1-10 Vendors) $50.00  
Special Event Temporary Concession Permit (11+ Vendors)  $100.00  
   
Shelter Rentals Fees   
Park Shelters & Gazebos $75.00  
Greenbelt Cement Pads (Memorial Dr.) $100.00  
Greenbelt Cement Pads ½ pad $50.00   
Pier at Snake River Landing $75.00  
Sportsman Park Island $500.00  
Sportsman Park Lower Deck $75.00  
Sportsman Park Upper Deck $75.00  
Tautphaus Park Multi-Purpose Shelter $300.00  
Tautphaus Park Lilac Circle  $50.00  
Freeman Park Bandshell $200.00  
River Gardens at Taylor’s Crossing $100.00  
Sandy Downs Rodeo Grounds and Grandstand $700.00  
Sandy Downs Rodeo Set up Fee $300.00  
Sandy Downs Fire Pit $20.00  
Sandy Downs North Arena $200.00  
Idaho Falls Raceway $500.00  
Idaho Falls Raceway Concession Booth $100.00  

 

Equipment Rentals  Fee Quantity  
Water Spigot Deposit   ($75.00 replacement fee) Free  
Cones                               ($50.00 replacement fee) Free  
Candle Sticks                  ($50.00 replacement fee) Free   
A-Frames                        ($65.00 replacement fee) Free   
Barricades                      ($300.00 replacement fee) Free   
Volleyball Equipment  ($50.00 replacement fee) $10.00  
Picnic Table + Delivery (1 – 6 Tables)   $50.00  
Additional Picnic Tables  $5.00 ea.  
Recycle Bins and Liners  Free  
Trash Cans $4.00 ea.  
Bleachers $40.00 ea.  
Canopy (15x15) $75.00  
Fencing (up to 200 ft.) $100.00  
Additional Fencing Beyond 200 ft. $0.20/ft.  

*The $500.00 deposit is a cleaning deposit as well as security for damages to City facilities/grounds and broken or lost equipment. 

 

 

 
 
 

I (the signer) have read this entire Special Event Permit Application and corresponding Policies and Procedures and agree to abide by ALL rules, 
regulations and requirements.  I have attached all required documentation to this application.  I understand that failure to comply with ALL 
requirements, deadlines and commitments may result in termination of my permit and denial of subsequent permit requests.   
 
I (the signer) understand that I am responsible for the conduct of the group and for the condition of the reserved park area.  This permit is subject to 
all Municipal Ordinances as defined by the City of Idaho Falls, in addition to all rules and regulations governing the City's Parks and Recreation 
Department. I agree that during the use of the park facility, the sponsoring organization will not exclude anyone from participation in, deny anyone the 
benefits of, or otherwise subject anyone to discrimination because of the person's race, religion, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity or 
national origin. 
 

                                                       
 O i ’  i                                O i ’  Si   
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For City Office Use Only 
Application Fee:    $         50.00  

Park Impact Fee:   $   ($100 – Required for Events expecting more than 100 attendees) 

Special Event Refundable Deposit $        500.00  

Temp. Concession Permit Fee: $      ($50 for 1 – 10 vendors, $100 for 11+ vendors) 

Dispensing Permit:   $    ($50.00 + 3% of Gross Sales – Only for Events with alcohol) 

Facility Rental Fee:        $     

Equipment Rental Fees:  $   

Total Due:     $   

 
Checklist for Parks and Recreation Office Personnel: 

    Initials on Page 2  
    Signature on Page 3 

    Payment in Full  
    Certificate of Liability Insurance (14 days prior to the event)                 
    Site Plan 
    Security Plan 
    Trash and Recycling Plan 
    Street Closure Request (If applicable) 
    Concessionaire and Food Vendor Permits and Roster  
    Agreement between Security and Organizer (Only public events with alcohol and/or more than 500 attendees) 
    Agreement between Alcohol Vendor and Organizer 
 
Please mark all departments that need to sign the following Special Event Application:  
 

Clerk’s Office Legal Parks & 
Recreation Fire Police Public Works Power 

� � � � � � � 

 
Authorized City Representatives 
Clerk’s Office     
City Clerk – Special Event Dispensing Permit Sign:        Date:    
Legal Department     
City Attorney – Review Application   Sign:        Date:    
Parks and Recreation Department 
Special Event Coordinator   Sign:         Date:    
Parks or Recreation Superintendent  Sign:        Date:    
Fire Department 
Fire Marshall Safety Sign-Off   Sign:        Date:    
Police Department  
Captain – Special Event Dispensing Permit  Sign:        Date:    
Special Event Sargent    Sign:        Date:    
P blic Works  

Deadline Date for 
Certificate of Insurance: 

 / /  
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SPECIAL EVENT/TOURNAMENT  
PERMIT APPLICATION 
Tournament Name:               
Tournament Dates:               Years Held in Idaho Falls:      
 

Tournament Location:  
Park:          Number of Fields:       

 Park:          Number of Fields:       
 Park:          Number of Fields:       
Brief Description of Tournament:              
                

Tournament Category 
 �  Co-Ed Softball            �  Girls Fast Pitch Softball  �  Cal-Ripkin          �  Babe Ruth           

�  Men’s Softball  �  Majors/Minors Baseball  �  Idaho Select          �  Idaho Elite              
�  Basketball  �  Football    �  Rugby   �  Lacrosse           
�  AYSO Soccer  �  BYSL Soccer   �  Latino Futbol  �  Adult Soccer 
�  Other:           

 

Tournament Director Info 
Tournament Director:         Sponsoring Organization:       

Phone:  (      )              Cell:  (      )             Email:          

 

Pertinent Questions for City Departments                      
Expected Attendance: �  1 – 99 �  100 – 499 �  500 – 999 �  1,000+ 

Has insurance been purchased for the event?  �  Yes     �  No  

Are spectators going to be charged a fee to watch?   �  Yes     �  No  

Will the event include amplified music or a PA system? 
**Please be courteous to the neighbors that live around the park or facility**      

�  Yes     �  No  

Will concessionaires (food vendors) be at the event?   �  Yes     �  No  
1. The event host assumes liability for ALL vendors and is responsible for physically verifying each vendor’s permits.   
2. The event host must purchase a Special Event Temporary Concession Permit.   
3. The event organizer will attach a concessionaire roster with business name, contact person and phone.  The Parks and Recreation Department 

will email a copy of the list to Eastern Idaho Public Health, for their records. 
 

Special Event Permit:  Policies and Procedures Checklist  
I have read the entire Special Event Permit: Policies and Procedures and understand all the requirements, limitations, policies and procedures 
that are associated with each section.  By initialing the following statements, I completely understand what is expected of me, as the event 
organizer, and will comply with each corresponding section. 
 

          Certificate of Insurance   
Initial         
          Concessionaire/Vendor Permits and Roster   
Initial  

          Community Notification  
Initial  

          Signage Limitations  
Initial 

          Portable Toilets  
Initial        

          Inflatable Structures  
Initial        
          Entrance Fees & Event Parking 
Initial       
          Tournaments, Camps and Competition 
Initial 
          Facility Rental Fee and/or Insurance Waiver Requests 
Initial 
          Cancellation Policy 
Initial
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Tournament Fees 

Permits, Fields and Equipment Fee Needed/
Quantity 

Special Event Permit Fee $50.00   

Refundable Deposit for ALL Special Events  $500.00   
Special Event Temporary Concession Permit (1-10 Vendors) $50.00  
Special Event Temporary Concession Permit (11+ Vendors)  $100.00  
Soccer Fields $16.00/game  
Baseball Diamonds $14.00/game  
Football Fields $14.00/game  
Mound Building $150.00/field  
Fencing (Up to 200’) $100.00  
Additional Fencing Beyond 200’  $.20/ft.  
Candle Sticks($50.00 replacement fee) Free  
Barricades ($300.00 replacement fee) Free  
Bleachers $40.00 ea.  

*The $500.00 deposit is a cleaning deposit as well as security for damages to City facilities, grounds and broken or lost equipment. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

I (the signer) have read this entire Special Event Permit Application and corresponding Policies and Procedures and agree to abide by ALL rules, 
regulations and requirements.  I have attached all required documentation to this application.  I understand that failure to comply with ALL 
requirements, deadlines and commitments may result in termination of my permit and denial of subsequent permit requests.   
 
I (the signer) understand that I am responsible for the conduct of the group and for the condition of the reserved park area.  This permit is subject to 
all Municipal Ordinances as defined by the City of Idaho Falls, in addition to all rules and regulations governing the City's Parks and Recreation 
Department. I agree that during the use of the park facility, the sponsoring organization will not exclude anyone from participation in, deny anyone the 
benefits of, or otherwise subject anyone to discrimination because of the person's race, religion, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity or 
national origin. 
 

                                                       
Tournament Director’s Printed Name     Date             Tournament Director’s Signature  

For City Office Use Only 
Application Fee:    $         50.00  

Special Event Refundable Deposit $        500.00  

Temp. Concession Permit Fee: $      ($50 for 1 – 10 vendors, $100 for 11+ vendors) 

Field Rental Fee:        $     

Equipment Rental Fees:  $   

Total Due:     $   

Please mark all departments that need to sign the following Sports Tournament Application:  
 

Recreation 
Division 

Parks  
Division Police Streets 

� � � � 
 
Authorized City Representatives: 
Special Event Coordinator   Sign:         Date:    

Recreation Supervisor     Sign:         Date:    

Parks Foreman     Sign:        Date:    

Special Event Sargent (IFPD)   Sign:        Date:    

Street Division Admin    Sign:        Date:    

Deadline Date for 
Certificate of Insurance: 

 / /  



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

SPECIAL EVENT 
ALCOHOL DISPENSING PERMIT 

 
 

Department Use Only: 
State License Attached (If Outside of City Limits) 
□ Approved                   □ Denied 
 
______________________________  _____________ 
Chief of Police or Authorized Representative                          Date 
 
____________________________________  _______________ 
City Clerk                                                                                Date 
 
Fee Paid _________  Date Paid _________ Receipt # _________ 
 

 
 
Event: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Location of Event: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date of Event: _____________________________ Time: _______ □ am □ pm to ______ □ am □ pm 
Date of Event: _____________________________ Time: _______ □ am □ pm to ______ □ am □ pm 
Date of Event: _____________________________ Time: _______ □ am □ pm to ______ □ am □ pm 
 
Name of Organization/Group/Person sponsoring the event: _________________________________ 
 
Address of Organization/Group/Person sponsoring the event: _______________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________ Phone: ___________________________ 
 
Type of Beverage to be dispensed:  □  Beer □  Wine  

 
Alcohol must not be dispensed for more than a total of five (5) hours during permitted event. 

Licensee (Name on Alcohol Beverage License): ___________________________________________ 
 
Address of Licensee: _____________________________________ State License No.: ___________ 
 
Licensee Contact Person: ________________________________ Phone: _____________________ 
 
__________________________________ _________________________________________ 
Printed Name of Licensee    Signature of Licensee 
Unless licensee is disqualified, approval of this permit does certify that the licensee is entitled to hold and use this 
City of Idaho Falls, Idaho Special Event Alcohol Dispensing Permit at the above designated premises, subject to 
provisions of Title 23, Idaho Code and Title 8, Chapter 3 of the City of Idaho Falls Code of Ordinances. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The City of Idaho Falls retained Six Mile Engineering to conduct this traffic signal removal study at 12 
signalized intersections located on key transportation corridors in the city.  The intent of study is to 
recommend whether to retain or remove traffic signals to improve corridor traffic operations by reducing 
vehicle stops, delay and fuel consumption, without sacrificing safety.   
 
The 12 signalized intersections in this study are shown in Figure 1:   

 17th Street and June Avenue 

 17th Street and Jennie Lee Drive 

 17th Street and Ponderosa Drive 

 17th Street and St. Clair Road 

 Holmes Avenue and 12th Street 

 Holmes Avenue and 9th Street 

 Holmes Avenue and 7th Street 

 Holmes Avenue and Elva Street 

 Broadway Street and Lindsay Boulevard 

 Broadway Street and Shoup Avenue 

 Yellowstone Avenue and A Street 

 Yellowstone Avenue and B Street 
 

 
Figure 1.  Potential traffic signal removal locations 
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STUDY PURPOSE 

With over 60 signalized intersections within the City’s network that require continual maintenance and 
monitoring, 12 of the lowest-volume signalized intersections were selected to evaluate whether they were 
still beneficial to the transportation system.  Removal of one or more unnecessary traffic signals will 
reduce traveler stops on the main street corridor, which in turn lowers travel time, fuel consumption and 
vehicle emissions, in addition to reducing the city’s maintenance costs.  Many of the existing signalized 
intersections are located at irregular intervals along the major street coordinated corridors.  The irregular 
spacing makes two-way coordinated progression on the major street difficult, resulting in increased stops 
and delays.  In addition, the average delay for all vehicles traveling through the intersection may be 
increased with traffic signal control, and the frequency of some types of crashes are sometimes greater 
under traffic signal control than under stop control.   
 

WHAT ARE THE STEPS TO REMOVE A TRAFFIC SIGNAL? 

Traffic Signal Removal Process 

The evaluation to determine whether an existing traffic signal should be retained or removed is a two-
stage process.  The first stage conducts a preliminary screening (prescreening) of the traffic volumes, 
sight distance and crash history to determine the specific intersections that require further analysis and 
the intersections where the traffic signal should be retained (Figure 2).  The second stage conducts a 
detailed analysis which includes a traffic analysis with and without signalization, field delay studies of the 
intersection operations with and without signalization, and public outreach (Figure 3).   
 
This portion of the study evaluates the prescreening step to determine what signalized intersections can 
potentially be removed and should be considered for the detailed analysis step. 

 
Figure 2.  Prescreening process for traffic signal removal 

 
 

 
Figure 3.  Detailed analysis process for traffic signal removal 
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Traffic Signal Removal Methodologies 

Two signal removal methodologies were used for this study – Section 301.06 Signal Removal from the 
Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) Traffic Manual and Document STS-PRO-040.TRN from the 
City of Dallas.  The ITD method provides a decision tree for the prescreening steps (sight distance, 
warrant analysis, future traffic, etc.) and provides some broad guidance for the detailed analysis, which 
includes intersection delay impacts.  The Dallas method re-iterates ITD’s prescreening steps but provides 
more detailed guidance for evaluating sight distance, assessing crash data, and conducting the field 
delay studies with and without signalized operations.  Documentation of both methodologies are included 
in Appendix A.  
 
The cornerstone of the prescreening step is evaluating traffic signal warrants from the 2009 Manual of 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD).  The MUTCD prescribes standards and guidance to 
investigate the need to install a traffic signal.  This includes an analysis of factors related to the existing 
operation and safety at the study location and the potential to improve these conditions.  To evaluate 
removal of an existing signal, a similar MUTCD evaluation is conducted to determine if the operations and 
safety are expected to be maintained or improved without the traffic signal.  Both installation and removal 
evaluations consider vehicle volumes, pedestrian volumes, crashes, geometric characteristics, and 
impacts to corridor operations.     
 

HOW WERE THE SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS EVALUATED? 

The prescreening step evaluates the pedestrian and vehicle volume-based MUTCD traffic signal warrants 
and recent historical crash data, and conducts a high-level sight distance review.  The volume-based 
warrants were evaluated with existing traffic, and also evaluated with future 2020 traffic if the intersection 
was not warranted with existing traffic.   

MUTCD Traffic Signal Warrants 

The warrant analysis follows the standards and guidance prescribed in Chapter 4C – Traffic Control 
Signal Needs Study of the 2009 MUTCD (included in Appendix B).  The methodology includes a total of 
nine warrants.  The following four warrants were evaluated for the prescreening step: 

 Warrant 1 – 8-hour Vehicular Volume 

o Condition A – Intended for application at locations where a large volume of intersecting 
traffic is the principal reason to consider installing a traffic signal. 

o Condition B – Intended for application at locations where Condition A is not satisfied and 
where the traffic volume on a major street is so heavy that traffic on a minor street suffers 
excessive delay or conflict entering or crossing a major street. 

 Warrant 2 – 4-hour Vehicular Volume 

o Intended to be applied where the volume of intersecting traffic is the principal reason to 
consider installing a traffic signal.   

 Warrant 4 – Pedestrian Volume  

o Intended for application where the traffic volume on a major street is so heavy that 
pedestrians experience excessive delay in crossing the major street. 
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 Warrant 9 – Intersection Near a (Railroad) Grade Crossing (applies only at Yellowstone Avenue/A 
Street) 

o Intended for use at a location where none of the conditions described in the other eight 
traffic signal warrants are met, but the proximity to the intersection of a railroad grade 
crossing on an intersection approach controlled by a STOP or YIELD sign is the principal 
reason to consider installing a traffic control signal. 

 
Warrant 1 and Warrant 2 consider only vehicle volumes on both the minor side street and major main 
street.  Warrant 4 considers the volume of pedestrians crossing the major main street and the main street 
vehicle volume and Warrant 9 considers the proximity of the signal to a railroad grade crossing.  
 
Warrant 6, Coordinated Signal System, and Warrant 8, Roadway Network, will be evaluated in the 
detailed analysis step after the unwarranted traffic signals are identified.  The remaining three warrants 
(3, 5 and 7) do not apply to the study intersections and will not be evaluated.  Warrant 3, Peak Hour 
Volume, only applies in unusual cases such as near manufacturing plants or industrial complexes that 
service large numbers of vehicles over a short time.  Warrant 5, School Crossing, only applies near 
schools, and the only intersection near a school is Holmes Avenue/7 th Street which meets vehicular 
warrants so Warrant 5 evaluation is not needed.  Warrant 7, Crash Experience, can only apply if a traffic 
signal is not currently installed; however, the crash evaluation conducted during the prescreening step 
effectively addresses the intent of Warrant 7.   

MUTCD Guidance 

The MUTCD gives general guidance on two items that have the potential to affect the results of the 

vehicle volume warrants (Warrants 1 and 2): right-turn volume reductions and the number of minor street 

lanes.   

Right-turn Reductions 

Section 4C.01.08 of the MUTCD states, “Engineering judgment should be used to determine what, if any, 
portion of the right-turn traffic is subtracted from the minor-street traffic count when evaluating the count 
against the signal warrants…” 
 
Many practitioners and agencies rely on engineering judgment to estimate right-turn reductions, which is 
highly subjective.  Because of the importance and sensitivity of this study, an objective and reproducible 
methodology was desired.  A search of the state-of-the-practice methods for right-turn reduction yielded 
few documented objective methods.  For the two main methods used in practice, information regarding 
the underlying methodology and development is not available.  However, one potentially useful method 
was discovered, and although it is relatively new, its underlying methodology is understandable, objective 
and reproducible.  After coordinating with the City, the newer methodology was applied for this study.   
 
The objective right-turn methodology was developed by the University of Nevada Reno (UNR), and 
sponsored by the Nevada Department of Transportation (NDOT).  It is based on delay equivalence of the 
minor street right-turn traffic versus the minor street through/left-turn traffic.  Thousands of scenarios were 
modeled to develop reduction factors that adjust the right-turns to volumes that experience the same 
delay as the through/left-turn traffic.  Minor street turning movement distribution and major street 
directional splits are factored into the modeling process.  The methodology has been available since 2015 
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and is currently being applied by NDOT.  Furthermore, the NDOT delay-based right-turn reduction 
method is consistent with Section 4C.01.10 of the MUTCD which states “…the degree of conflict of minor-
street right-turn traffic with traffic on the major street should be considered.  Thus, right-turn traffic should 
not be included in the minor-street volume if the movement enters the major street with minimal conflict.”  
 
The NDOT equivalent factors (reduction factors) are unique for different minor street lane configurations 
and vary by time of day because the reductions are dependent on the major street volume and directional 
split which vary by time of day.  Equivalent factors were developed for all traffic scenarios, utilizing 
application limitations described in the UNR technical paper for the 8-hour Vehicle Volume Warrant.   

Minor Street Lanes 

Section 4C.01.09 of the MUTCD states, “Engineering judgment should also be used in applying various 
traffic signal warrants to cases where approaches consist of one lane plus one left-turn or right-turn lane.  
The site-specific traffic characteristics should dictate whether an approach is considered as one lane or 
two lanes…”  
 
Warrant 1 and Warrant 2 have set vehicle volume thresholds for the minor side street and major main 
street to determine whether a traffic signal is warranted.  These thresholds vary by number of lanes on 
the minor and major street.  Where left-turn or right-turn lanes exist on the minor street, the approach can 
be evaluated as a one-lane versus two-lane approach, which affects the warrant threshold and results.   
 
For minor street left-turn lanes, the following guidance was applied for this study from Section 4C.01.09 of 
the MUTCD, “The approach should be considered two lanes if approximately half of the traffic on the 
approach turns left and the left-turn lane is of sufficient length to accommodate all left-turn vehicles.”  If 
less than half of the approach traffic turns left, the approach is evaluated as one-lane. 
 
For minor street right-turn lanes, Section 4C.01.10 of the MUTCD provides the following guidance, 
“…engineering judgment and rationale should be applied to a street approach with one through/left-turn 
lane plus a right-turn lane. In this case, the degree of conflict of minor-street right-turn traffic with traffic on 
the major street should be considered. Thus, right-turn traffic should not be included in the minor-street 
volume if the movement enters the major street with minimal conflict. The approach should be evaluated 
as a one-lane approach with only the traffic volume in the through/left-turn lane considered.”  The NDOT 
method yields a right-turn volume that enters the major street with an equivalent delay (conflict) as the 
through/left-turn vehicles; this effectively removes the right-turn vehicles that have minimal conflict as 
prescribed in the MUTCD.  Therefore, the minor street approaches are evaluated as one-lane for this 
study in cases where right-turn lanes are present.   

MUTCD Data Analysis 

The vehicle and pedestrian MUTCD warrants (Warrants 1, 2 and 4) require extensive traffic count data.  
Counts were collected between October 10, 2013, and April 3, 2016, and consisted of 24-hour approach 
counts on all four approaches, plus peak hour turning movement and pedestrian crossing counts for the 
AM, midday and PM peak periods.   
 
Vehicle Warrants 1 and 2 were evaluated on three days – a typical weekday (Tuesday, Wednesday or 
Thursday), a Friday that the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) has off (which generally increases traffic 
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around the city), and a Saturday.  Pedestrian Warrant 4 was evaluated during a typical weekday.  All 
counts were collected when school was in session.   
 
Vehicle approach counts were not collected by approach lane, so to apply the right-turn reduction, the 

right-turn percentage required an estimate based on the existing turning movement counts.  Using six 

hours of turning movement counts from the AM, midday and PM peak periods on a typical weekday, the 

daily-averaged right-turn percentage was calculated and applied to all 24 hours of approach counts for all 

three evaluation days.   

Sight Distance  

A high-level evaluation of the existing sight distance was conducted for the prescreening step using aerial 
imagery, Google Street View and field observations.  Prior to removing traffic signals, a field sight 
distance evaluation will be conducted to determine if there are obstructions that need to be relocated or 
adjusted.    

Crashes  

Five years of crash data from 2010 to 2014 was evaluated to determine if increased crashes are 
occurring as a result of signal operations.  The crashes were reviewed to compile the types of crashes 
occurring at the intersections and to see if the intersection as a whole is experiencing a higher than 
expected number of crashes by completing an ITD-2658 Safety Evaluation.   
 
The ITD-2658 Safety Evaluation compares the existing crash rate to the intersection base rate.  The base 
rate is the crash rate expected to occur at similar intersections in Idaho with similar volumes.  If the crash 
rate is below the base rate, this suggests that there may not be a negative crash impact if the signal is 
removed; however, specific crash type trends also need to be considered.     
 
The Dallas removal study method prescribes that right-angle crash trends and rear-end crash trends 
specifically should be evaluated.  Both right-angle and rear-end crashes can be attributable to the traffic 
signal.  Conversely, the method requires analysis of permissive movements crash trends (right-turns and 
major street left turns), which can potentially be correctable with changes in the traffic signal operation or 
with turn restrictions.  If there is a trend of permissive movement crashes, the traffic signal should be 
retained.   
 

WHAT ARE THE PRESCREENING RESULTS? 

MUTCD Traffic Signal Warrants  

Thresholds 

General information regarding the MUTCD warrant threshold is described below.  Warrant 1 and 2 use 
the total volume of both approaches on the major street and the higher volume of either minor street 
approach.  On the minor street, the higher volume is not required to be on the same approach during 
each hour period.  Warrant 4 considers pedestrian volume crossing the major street only, and combines 
pedestrians at both major street crossings.  Warrant 9 considers the distance from the railroad crossing 
and combination of volumes from both the major street and minor street approaches.    
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For Warrant 1, the vehicular thresholds to meet the warrant for a one-lane minor street approach and 
two-lane major street approach are 150 vph and 600 vph, respectively, for Condition A.  For Condition B, 
the minor street and major street thresholds are 900 vph and 75 vph, respectively.  All traffic signals on 
17th Street, Broadway Street, and Yellowstone Avenue have one-lane minor street approaches and two-
lane major street approaches, with the exception of the Yellowstone Avenue/A Street intersection which 
has a two-lane minor street approach.  For two-lane minor street approaches, the threshold increases to 
200 vph and 100 vph for Condition A and B, respectively.  On Holmes Avenue, the one-lane major street 
approach has a threshold of 500 vph and 750 vph for Condition A and B, respectively.   
 
For Warrant 2, the vehicular thresholds to meet the warrant vary depending on the relative volumes of the 
minor street and major street volumes.  In general, the traffic signal warrant is met if there are more than 
80 vph on the minor street approach and 1,100 vph on the major street approach for any minor street and 
major street lane combination.  Higher minor street volumes are needed to meet the warrant if the major 
street volume is below 1,100 vph.   
 
For Warrant 4, the pedestrian thresholds to meet the warrant vary depending on the volume of major 
street traffic.  In general, the traffic signal warrant is met if there are more than 107 pedestrians per hour 
(pph) crossing the major street and 1,100 vph on the major street for the 4-Hour Volume criteria, and 
more than 133 pph crossing the major street and 1,450 vph on the major street for the Peak Hour Volume 
criteria.  Higher pedestrian volumes are needed to meet the warrant if the major street vehicular volume 
is below the 1,100 vph or 1,450 vph threshold.   
 
For Warrant 9, the thresholds to meet the warrant vary depending on the volume of major street traffic, 
the equivalent volume of minor street traffic, and the distance between the railroad crossing and the 
intersection stop bar.  In general, the traffic signal warrant is met if there are more than 25 vph on the 
minor street approach and 500 vph on the major street approach for any crossing distance (0 to 140 feet).  
The equivalent volume of minor street traffic is calculated by adjusting the volume of minor street traffic to 
account for the amount of rail traffic, buses and tractor-trailer trucks.  The adjustment factors were based 
on the following assumptions: 12 or more daily rail crossings (1.33 factor), 2 percent buses (1.09 factor), 
and 7.6% to 12.5% trucks (1.00 factor).  This warrant applies only at the Yellowstone Avenue/A Street 
intersection.   

Results 

Applying the right-turn reductions and one-lane versus two-lane criteria for the vehicular volumes, 
Warrants 1 and 2 were evaluated for a typical weekday, Friday and Saturday.  Warrants 4 and 9 were 
evaluated for the typical weekday.  A condensed summary of the MUTCD analysis results are shown in 
Table 1 on page 8.  The table includes the number of lanes on the major street and minor street, the 
highest volume day, warrant analysis result and the number of hours the warrant was met to provide a 
gauge of how strongly the traffic signal is warranted.  Detailed warrant analysis reports are located in 
Appendix C.   
 
Eight intersections meet one or more warrants and per ITD and Dallas signal removal 
methodologies, the traffic signals should be retained and no further analysis is necessary.  For 
the four intersections that do not meet any of the warrants, further analysis is needed to 
determine if the traffic signal should be removed.   
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Table 1.  Summary of MUTCD warrant analysis 

Corridor No. Intersection 

Major 
Street 
Lanes/ 
Minor 
Street 
Lanes  

Highest 
Volume 

Day 

Warrant 1 
8-Hour Vehicular 

Volume 

Warrant 2 
4-Hour 

Vehicular 
Volume 

Warrant 4 
Pedestrian 

Volume Meets One 
or More 

Warrants 
(No = 

unwarranted) 
Warr- 
anted 

# Hours 
Met 

(8 req’d) 
Warr- 
anted 

# Hours 
Met 

(4 req’d) 
Warr- 
anted 

# Hours 
Met 

(varies) 

17th Street 

1 June Avenue 2/1 Fri No 1 No 0 No 0 No 

2 
Jennie Lee 
Drive 

2/1 Thur Yes 12 Yes 11 No 0 Yes 

3 
Ponderosa 
Drive 

2/1 Thur No 2 No 0 No 0 No 

4 
St. Clair 
Road 

2/1 Fri Yes 12 Yes 10 No 0 Yes 

Holmes 
Avenue 

5 12th Street 1/1 Wed Yes 9 Yes 7 No 0 Yes 

6 9th Street 1/1 Thur Yes 8 Yes 4 No 0 Yes 

7 7th Street 1/1 Thur1 No 5 Yes 5 No 0 Yes 

8 Elva Street 1/1 Thur Yes 9 No 0 No 0 Yes 

Broadway 
Street 

9 
Lindsay 
Boulevard 

2/1 Fri No 0 No 0 No 0 No 

10 
Shoup 
Avenue 

2/1 Fri No 0 No 0 No 0 No 

Yellowstone 
Avenue 

11 A Street2 2/2 Wed No 5 Yes 4 No 0 Yes 

12 B Street 2/1 Fri No 6 Yes 6 No 0 Yes 

1Friday count not available.  Friday may be highest day. 
2Warrant 9, Intersection Near a (Railroad) Grade Crossing, is met at Yellowstone Avenue/A Street intersection.   

 
The high vehicle volume days occurred most frequently on a Thursday or a Friday where the INL is off.  
Saturday was not the highest volume day at any intersection.   
 
At the Yellowstone Avenue/A Street intersection, the distance between the railroad crossing and the 
intersection stop bar is approximately 85 feet and the minimum threshold distance is 25 feet for the given 
vehicular volumes for Warrant 9; therefore, the traffic signal is warranted with the grade crossing warrant 
in addition to vehicular Warrant 2.   
 
At the four intersections that do not meet any warrants, the 2020 traffic forecasts were reviewed to 
determine if a traffic signal may meet warrants in the near future.  All four intersections are not expected 
to have significant growth on the minor streets in five years; therefore, the intersections are not expected 
to meet warrants in the immediate future.   
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Sight Distance  

Horizontal sight distance for the minor street movements and major street left-turn movements appear to 
meet the minimum stopping sight distance at all 12 intersections, and the intersection locations do not 
have significant vertical grades that would obstruct the minimum vertical stopping sight distance.  The 
corner clearance sight distance for the minor street appears sufficient from the field review and Google 
Street View at all study intersections.   

Crashes 

The crash evaluation for the most recent 5-year crash history from 2010 to 2014 is summarized in Table 
2 on page 10.  The table summarizes total crashes, results of the ITD-2658 evaluation, and the number of 
crashes that may be caused by the traffic signal or crashes that may require additional traffic signal 
mitigation.  Crash data and ITD-2658 Forms are included in Appendix D.   
 
Installing traffic signals at intersections lowers the crash frequency on average, so it is generally assumed 
that the crash rate will increase if a traffic signal is removed.  However, if a traffic signal does not meet 
vehicular warrants, it may be possible that fewer crashes will occur if it is removed because less stops 
and slowing on the major street will occur.  Limited research studying the safety of traffic signal removals 
has been conducted and no data is available for the crash increases or decreases that may occur when 
removing an unwarranted traffic signal on a multi-lane, two-way arterial.  However, crash reductions of 24 
percent have been recorded at one-lane, one-way minor street intersections where unwarranted traffic 
signals were removed (FHWA Crash Modification Clearinghouse). 
 
The crash rates at all 12 intersections are well below the ITD base rate and are not expected to increase 
to a level that would meet the Warrant 8, Crash Experience, if crashes increase as a result of the signal 
removal.  However, post-removal monitoring must be done to verify that a crash problem has not 
developed.   
 
Permissive turn crashes, which may trigger the need for additional traffic signal mitigation and justify 
retaining the traffic signal, are relatively low.  Conversely, the types of crashes that may be attributable to 
traffic signal control (rear-end and right-angle) comprise a majority of the crashes at eight of 12 
intersections.  However, because the overall intersection crash rates are so far under the base rate, there 
does not appear to be a crash problem that is attributed to the traffic signal.    
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Table 2.  Crash evaluation summary (2010 to 2014 historical data) 

Corridor No. Intersection 
Total 

Crashes 
Base 
Rate 

Crash 
Rate 

Rear-End and 
Right-Angle 
Crash Total 

(%)1  

Permissive 
Turn Crash 
Total (%)2,3 

Crash 
Problem 
(Yes/No) 

17th Street 

1 June Avenue 13 0.58 0.22 4 (31%) 4 (31%) No 

2 Jennie Lee Drive 15 0.58 0.24 5 (33%) 6 (40%) No 

3 Ponderosa Drive 8 0.58 0.15 6 (75%) 1 (13%) No 

4 St. Clair Road 19 0.58 0.33 9 (47%) 3 (%) No 

Holmes 
Avenue 

5 12th Street 12 0.65 0.36 10 (83%) 0 (%) No 

6 9th Street 13 0.65 0.43 11 (85%) 2 (15%) No 

7 7th Street 9 0.65 0.28 5 (56%) 2 (22%) No 

8 Elva Street 9 0.65 0.33 5 (56%) 2 (22%) No 

Broadway 
Street 

9 Lindsay Boulevard 2 0.58 0.05 0 (%) 0 (%) No 

10 Shoup Avenue 9 0.58 0.35 6 (67%) 2 (22%) No 

Yellowstone 
Avenue 

11 A Street 6 0.43 0.18 4 (67%) 1 (17%) No 

12 B Street 9 0.43 0.29 8 (89%) 0 (%) No 

1Crashes potentially attributable to traffic signal control.  Consider removing signal if trend exists.   
2Crashes that may be correctable with changes in traffic signal operation or turn restrictions.  Retain signal if trend exists . 
3Permissive turns crashes are right-turn crashes and major street left-turn crashes with oncoming vehicles 

Summary of Prescreening Step Results  

The results of the warrant analysis, sight distance analysis and crash analysis were combined to 
determine the locations that are recommended to advance to the detailed analysis step, which includes a 
field delay study.  As shown in Table 3 on page 11, the following four intersections do not meet any traffic 
signal warrants and do not have sight distance or crash problems, and as a result are candidates for 
detailed analysis and delay study: 

 17th Street and June Avenue 

 17th Street and Ponderosa Drive 

 Broadway Street and Lindsay Boulevard 

 Broadway Street and Shoup Avenue 
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Table 3.  Abbreviated summary of warrant analysis 

Corridor No. Intersection 
Warranted 
(Yes/No) 

Adequate Sight 
Distance1 
(Yes/No) 

Crash Problem 
(Yes/No) 

Candidate for 
Detailed 

Analysis and 
Delay Study 

17th Street 

1 June Avenue No Yes No Yes 

2 Jennie Lee Drive Yes Yes No No 

3 Ponderosa Drive No Yes No Yes 

4 St. Clair Road Yes Yes No No 

Holmes 
Avenue 

5 12th Street Yes Yes No No 

6 9th Street Yes Yes No No 

7 7th Street Yes Yes No No 

8 Elva Street Yes Yes No No 

Broadway 
Street 

9 Lindsay Boulevard No Yes No Yes 

10 Shoup Avenue No Yes No Yes 

Yellowstone 
Avenue 

11 A Street Yes Yes No No 

12 B Street Yes Yes No No 

1Sight distance result based on high-level evaluation.  Detailed field study will be conducted before signal removal.   

 

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS? 

The next tasks for the detailed analysis step include a field delay study, a detailed traffic analysis with and 
without the traffic signals that are not warranted, public involvement, and estimating the costs of signal 
removal versus the savings on signal maintenance.   

Delay Study 

The delay study evaluates the minor street delay using video of the intersection operations with and 
without the traffic signal to determine: 

 If side street delay is significantly increased  

 If there is a change in side street volumes 

 If any other unintended negative operational or safety impacts arise.   
 
The recommended delay study procedure specified by the Dallas method is to collect before data during 
the first week with the signal operational, then suspend traffic signal operations the beginning of the 
second week, and finally collect after data on the same day that the before data was collected.  The study 
is conducted for three one-hour periods on the highest volume minor street approach.  A Thursday is 
recommended for data collection because it is consistently the highest volume weekday at the 
intersections.  Traffic signal operations should be suspended on a Monday or Tuesday morning.  
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To suspend traffic signal operations, the heads are bagged, stop signs with flags are installed on the 
minor street approaches, and “SIGNAL UNDER STUDY FOR REMOVAL” signs are installed on mast 
arms for all approaches (Figure 4).  Additional signage alerting drivers that a new traffic pattern exists 
should also be considered.   
 
Delay studies should not be conducted simultaneously at two signalized 
intersections that are in close proximity to each other, unless their 
unsignalized traffic patterns are independent of the other intersection.  
Signal suspensions on 17th Street at June Avenue and Ponderosa Drive 
should not occur at the same time because their suspensions could both 
affect operations at Jennie Lee Drive; however, signal suspensions on 
Broadway Street at Lindsay Boulevard and Shoup Avenue can be 
conducted at the same time because neither traffic signal impacts the 
operations or traffic patterns of the other.    

Detailed Traffic Analysis 

Existing and forecasted traffic will be analyzed to calculate measures of effectiveness (stops, delay, fuel 
consumption) with and without traffic signals for the signalized corridors.  Multiple traffic analysis 
scenarios will be modeled per corridor that will include all combinations of scenarios with and with traffic 
signals.  The results of the delay study will provide information about how many vehicles will redistribute 
to other roadways, so the re-distributed traffic can more accurately model the traffic analysis scenarios.   
In addition, the results of the detailed traffic analysis are needed to evaluate the remaining two applicable 
warrants:   

 Warrant 6 – Coordinated Signal System 
o Progressive movement in a coordinated signal system sometimes necessitates installing 

traffic control signals at intersections where they would not otherwise be needed in order 
to maintain proper platooning of vehicles. 

 Warrant 8 – Roadway Network  
o Installing a traffic control signal at some intersections might be justified to encourage 

concentration and organization of traffic flow on a roadway network. 

Signal Removal Cost Estimate 

Working with Idaho Falls Power, the estimated costs to removal the traffic signal will be compiled, 
reviewed and compared to the estimated traffic signal maintenance costs over the anticipated service life.   

Public Outreach 

Public outreach will consist of two steps – initial public notice and an open house public meeting.  Prior to 
conducting the field delay study, the City will prepare a public notice of the study and upcoming traffic 
signal suspensions.  It is anticipated that information on the project will be available on the City’s web 
site, and the public notice will be provided to the media.  Following the completion of the delay study, 
traffic and analysis and cost analysis, an open house public meeting will be held to inform the public of 
the study results and gather their input.  City and Six Mile Staff will be available to answer questions and 
present before and after delay study videos and traffic simulations.   
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Signal Removal 

If a traffic signal is approved for removal, a stepwise approach to removing the signal should be 
employed to ensure the intersection is operating as expected and there is not a pattern of increased 
crashes.  The removal should consist of a short-term test period where the signal infrastructure remains 
intact followed by the final removal with additional monitoring.    
 
During the test period, the signal operations are suspended for a short duration – one week per ITD and 
30 days per Dallas – where all signal equipment is retained.  For visibility, install flags on stop signs and 
add temporary signage to emphasize the new traffic pattern.  If at any time significant crashes occur that 
are attributable to the traffic signal, signalized operation should be re-instated.   
 
After the test period, all of the above ground equipment – signal heads, mast arms, signal poles, and 
controller cabinets – should be removed.  The stop sign flags and temporary signage should also be 
removed.  Changes to lane assignments and pavement markings to minor streets should be made, if 
necessary.  Finally, consideration should be made to removing major street crosswalks and relocating 
obstructions in the curb corners to improve sight distance.  The crash history and operations should be 
closely monitored for at least six months after the signal removal.   
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